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Dark Reunion (Vampire Diaries, No 4)Harper Perennial, 1999
 The Final Conflict...The Last Deadly Kiss

Elena 

Now she rises from the dead to recreate the powerful vampire trio.

Stefan 

Summoned by Elena, he keeps a promise to her and fights the most terrifying evil he's ever faced.

Damon 

Joining the brother he once called enemy, Damon battles this new...
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Vampire Diaries #1: The AwakeningHarper Perennial, 1999
A Love Triangle of Unspeakable Horror...

Elena

Searching for the ultimate thrill, she vowed to have Stefan.

Stefan

Haunted by his tragic past, he struggled to resist her passion.

Damon

Driven by revenge, he hunted the brother who betrayed him.

The terrifying story of two vampire...
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Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering the Inner Game of WealthHarper Perennial, 2005

	SECRETS OF THE MILLIONAIRE MIND reveals the missing link between wanting success and achieving it!


	Have you ever wondered why some people seem to get rich easily, while others are destined for a life of financial struggle? Is the difference found in their education, intelligence, skills, timing, work habits, contacts, luck, or...
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Dead Man's Folly (Agatha Christie Collection)Harper Perennial, 2001

	HEN I WAS NINETEEN, I was first enveloped by the feminine principle, albeit in a hidden form. As I arrived on the Delhi tarmac straight f r om Nebraska and inhaled the scent of smoke, urine and feces, rotting fruit, and incense, I knew I was home. F r om that moment on, the sway of brilliant saris, the curve of water jugs, the feel of chilis...
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Saving Darwin: How to Be a Christian and Believe in EvolutionHarper Perennial, 2008

	Drawing on his fundamentalist upbringing and experience teaching physics at an evangelical college, Giberson has a native understanding of how conservative Christians feel and think about evolution. As a Christian evolutionist, he finds himself occupying a frequently misunderstood middle ground in the midst of a culture war, fought with...
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Dirty Little Secrets of World War II: Military Information No One Told You...Harper Perennial, 1996

	Dirty Little Secrets of World War II  exposes the dark, irreverent, misunderstood, and often tragicomic aspects of military operations during World War II, many of them virtually unknown even to military buffs. Like its successful predecessor, Dirty Little Secrets, Dunnigan and Nofi's new book vividly brings to life all...
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The 100 Simple Secrets of Happy People: What Scientists Have Learned and How You Can Use ItHarper Perennial, 2000

	Experts have spent their careers investigating what makes people happy. While their methods are sound and their conclusions valuable, the results often remain hidden in obscure scholarly journals. At last, social scientist and psychologist David Niven, Ph. D., has cut through the scientific gobbledygook. After examining over a thousand of the...
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British Battles: The Front Lines of History in Colour PhotographsHarper Perennial, 2002

	This text brings the past to life with photographs of battles in British history, re-enacted by "English Heritage" and "Historic Scotland". The written commentary describes what it was probably like to fight with sword, spear or musket from Hastings to Flodden, Naseby to Culloden. Historical eye witness accounts are...
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Ghosts Among Us: Uncovering the Truth About the Other SideHarper Perennial, 2009

	Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Ghosts, but Were Too Afraid to Ask


	From a very young age James Van Praagh was aware of a dimension that most of us cannot see, and he has dedicated his life to explaining it to the rest of us. The New York Times bestseller Ghosts Among Us takes us on an incredible journey...
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Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1933-1945: Abridged EditionHarper Perennial, 2009

	Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1933-1945 is an abridged edition of Saul Friedländer's definitive Pulitzer Prize-winning two-volume history of the Holocaust: Nazi Germany and the Jews: The Years of Persecution, 1933-1939 and The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939-1945.


	The book's...
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Zamba: The True Story of the Greatest Lion That Ever LivedHarper Perennial, 2005

	When Ralph Helfer, now one of Hollywood's top animal behaviorists, first began working, he was shocked by the cruelty that was accepted practice in the field. He firmly believed in "affection training" -- that love, not fear, should be the basis of any animal's development, even when dealing with the most dangerous of...
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The Rosedale DietHarper Perennial, 2005

	Finally—the ultimate diet for fast, safe weight loss, lifelong health, and longer life, based on more than twenty years of research and the latest findings on appetite and weight. Metabolic specialist Ron Rosedale, M.D., has designed the Rosedale Diet to regulate the powerful hormone leptin, which controls appetite and weight loss by...
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